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Abstract— The acclaim of home automation is steadily 

increasing due to the IoT trend and the availability of cloud 

services for streamed data extraction and event processing for 

swarms of devices. Currently, there is an heterogenous landscape 

of home automation standards and protocols based in local 

networks, which hinder standardization and integration processes 

of domotics. Cloud solutions bridge the gap between multi-vendor 

integrations, but still lack SaaS offerings to build and manage 

interesting and complex behaviors for super automated homes, 

without technical know-how. Available SaaS house behavior 

builder applications provide over simplistic features for ruleset 

management, typically offering just simple cause and effect chains 

(if-then-else). Due to this problem, the DomoBus system and its 

device and supervision models were used as flexible and generic 

resources to conceive the DomoBus Automation Block (DAB) and 

build the DomoBus House Manager (DHM) program. The DHM 

empowers the common user to create non-trivial behaviors with 

ease and provides important tools such as management of state 

machines and DAB aggregation. DABs are completely agnostic to 

device vendors, allowing hundreds of devices to be instantiated in 

the final house DAB whilst the end user is completely abstracted 

of the underlying behavior specificities. 

 
Index Terms — smart home, home automation, complex 

behavior, behavior distribution, DomoBus, DomoBus Automation 

Block, DomoBus House Manager 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 smart home should offer great flexibility and control to its  

 users while having the capability to evolve and be 

adaptable to their needs. It should possess the necessary means 

of computation and communication to, in an integrated way, 

manage the house’s available resources efficiently, empower 

productivity, save energy and offer the highest comfort and 

security standards [1]. 

 

Many established solutions implement robust physical and 

data-link layer protocols for swarms of edge devices (e.g. Z-

Wave, ZigBee, CEBus). However, the existence of multiple 

alternatives that are incompatible have hindered the 

standardization process of communication protocols for home 

automation edge devices. Gateways between these standards 

are necessary for their integration and some interactions are 

hard to develop such as the Z-Wave and ZigBee integration 

presented in [2]. The need for interoperable systems becomes 

evident because many of these will become obsolete and will 

not allow integration with future dominant technologies, 

forcing a total change of system upon users [3]. Regarding the 

architecture of local processing solutions (i.e. non-cloud 

solutions), another large limitation they impose is re-

programmability of automations, as shown in [4], where the 

user can only parameterize available automations but can’t 

create new system behaviors himself due to the functionality 

being hardcoded in the ZigBee Controllers. The typical lack of 

a dedicated rules engine on the architecture, that is 

reprogrammable and compatible with all possible edge device 

functionality, also imposes a major limitation on the majority 

of local processing implementations. There are solutions, 

nonetheless, such as KNX, that provide not only the standards 

and communication protocols but also an application for 

creating automation. Still, this automation creation requires the 

user to hire professional services for advanced functionality. 

 

Recently, cloud-based products emerged with the promise to 

create smart homes by connecting edge devices directly to the 

Internet, e.g. Muzzley [5], SmartThings [6] and IFTTT [7]. 

These are usually composed by a mobile application that serves 

as a selfcare channel to monitor devices and execute simple 

actions, and a datacenter infrastructure to process application 

logic. Typically, there are no intermediary control networks, no 

gateways and no local processing, only edge devices that 

connect directly to the home router and speak with cloud APIs. 

Cloud solutions provide multi-vendor integrations, but still lack 

SaaS offerings to build and manage interesting and complex 

behaviors for super automated homes, without technical know-

how. Available SaaS house behavior builder applications 

provide over simplistic features for ruleset management, 

typically offering just simple cause and effect chains (if-then-

else), such as connecting a light switch to a lightbulb or the 

garage door to the smartphone’s location. Their strategy is 

usually to augment this simplistic approach with parallel 

services such as evident parameterization suggestions. 

 

With the popularization of the IoT concept comes an 

outbreak of new devices from which household items are a 

potentially huge market. Homes will be super-automated in the 

sense that a large amount of complex behavior and functionality 

will need to be programmed in the system due to the large 

number of connected devices [8]. From the super-automated 

home perspective, current cloud and local behavior builder 

solutions are not feasible means of automating potentially 

hundreds of devices with better intelligence than simple cause 

and effect. These applications are only feasible for a 

manageable number of devices with very simple activities that 
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can be operated through a smartphone. In reality, a lot of 

complex and intelligent behavior should happen in the 

background of smart homes. Therefore, home automation 

systems need to streamline the programming of a great volume 

of automation rules. They should further provide adequate tools 

for that purpose, whereby the end user is the one formulating 

the house behavior without any programming skills or 

knowledge about architecture specificities. 

 

In contrast, the DomoBus home automation system is a local 

processing solution that was used as basis for this work. It is a 

platform for implementing user created automations on the top 

layer of its two-tiered architecture – the Supervision layer – 

which communicates with edge devices in the bottom layer 

through the Control layer, while providing interoperability 

between different manufacturers. This work introduces the 

concept of applying complex automation to a DomoBus system. 

The DomoBus House Manager (DHM) application was created 

to conceive and operationalize a DomoBus system and its 

intelligence, in which is possible to import the physical 

constitution of the house or building, attribute behaviors to 

rooms, then identify what are the available edge devices and 

instantiate them on the final house automation. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

This work contributes to the evolution of DomoBus and its 

underlying concepts, having the following objectives: 
 

• Create a software program (DHM) where: 

o end users deploy complex automations while being 

abstracted of underlying behavior; 

o technical users can create automations from scratch; 

o users can connect any device (from any 

manufacturer) to the same automations while being 

abstracted of heterogeneous control network 

architectures and protocols; 
 

• Create a strategy for deploying automations in a 

distributed DomoBus supervision level. 

III. BACKGROUND 

A. DomoBus 

DomoBus is a project that specifies a home automation 

system and provides proprietary software to implement it. It 

defines the system architecture, software architecture, house 

model, device model, communication protocol and 

communication infrastructure requirements. Its intent is to 

address super-automated homes in an efficient and cost-

effective way [8]. DomoBus predicts heterogeneity between 

infrastructure hardware components, specifically between 

supervision nodes and control nodes. Therefore, its control 

layer software is best suited for inexpensive, low consumption 

and low resource hardware (typically microcontrollers), while 

its supervision layer software makes use of OS resources. The 

development of the DomoBus home automation system aims to 

mitigate many difficulties felt while deploying and using 

commercially available solutions. Frequently, specialized 

development tools or specific integrated circuit boards were 

needed, which were not readily available and had a steep 

learning curve, even for the more technically curious users [9]. 

The DomoBus system architecture is layered and distributed by 

design. There are two layers with separate functionalities and 

purposes: Supervision Layer and Control Layer. The 

Supervision Layer is composed by multiple supervision 

modules (SMs) which communicate to keep the house state 

distributed by them. The Control Layer is composed by 

multiple networks of  control modules (CMs) which 

communicate with one SM and specific sensors/actuators [10]. 
 

B. DomoBus Models and System Specification 

The DomoBus device model assumes that each device is 

described by a set of properties and each property has a value. 

The device identifier is a 32 bits unsigned integer. Each 

property represents a capability of the device, which is 

described by an unsigned 8 bit integer identifier. Its value can 

be a signed integer of 8 bits or 16 bits, an Enumerate or a 

DomoBus Array (i.e. 1 byte for the array length + N bytes for 

the data). If the property’s value size is 8 bits, it can be a normal 

property, or a special type of property called a “Command”. 

Every time a command property has a value attributed that is 

different from 0, it will trigger condition/expression checking – 

therefore possibly triggering actions – and afterwards the 

property’s value is automatically reset to 0.  

The DomoBus Supervision Model implements the desired 

home automation mechanisms and it is executed in every 

supervisor process. The DomoBus Supervision Library is used 

to program the ruleset in every supervisor process, 

implementing the supervision model. 

 

A DomoBus system is entirely described using an XML-

based specification language. The full system specification 

resides in a single file to simplify access and management of 

the information and is capable of being efficiently extended due 

to the nature of the utilized language. The file can be logically 

divided into two parts: [11] 

• Definition of generic device and property types; 

• Definition of RBAC, system preferences and of the 

physical structure of the home or building, including 

instanced devices. 

IV. DOMOBUS HOUSE MANAGER (DHM) 

A. DomoBus Automation Block (DAB) 

The DAB is a mechanism defined for DHM usage that allows 

the specification of complex DomoBus automation rules. DABs 

are defined in a generic way, acting like automation templates, 

which can be easily re-used and instantiated in real systems 

using the DHM. The DHM will aggregate all rooms’ DABs and 

convert the final aggregated DAB – the final house behavior – 

to a DomoBus Assembly file composed of Supervision Library 

commands. A Supervisor process receives the assembly file, 

interprets the Supervision Library commands and creates 

Supervision Model objects that constitute the ruleset (i.e. 

simple rules, expression rules and timing sequences). 
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1) Definition 

An automation block is a functional block that may have 

multiple inputs, outputs and virtual properties. Each one of 

these is identified by an alphanumeric string ID, which 

represents a (dev,prop) tuple and therefore inherits the tuple’s 

property type. Automation blocks can interconnect to form 

more complex behavior. One output can connect to multiple 

inputs of the same type. After connecting multiple blocks, a 

single block is created to reflect the aggregations. In that 

resulting block, inputs and outputs may be left unconnected and 

will remain in it so, ultimately, the user may (or not) connect 

hardware devices to them in the instantiation phase. This is 

useful as automation blocks should be designed as generic and 

flexible as possible and, in some situations, sensors may not be 

available to connect to some inputs. To support inputs that have 

no properties connected to it, inputs can have a static value 

assigned, which will be considered as the input’s result for 

evaluating logical expressions. Conversely, outputs that were 

connected to inputs always get converted to virtual properties. 

The meaning of each property is not relevant; only its type is, 

which may be 8, 16 or 32 bits or a DomoBus array. Besides the 

property type, any input, output or virtual property can be a 

command. Properties have an initial value (and an array size in 

case it is a DomoBus array) and the possibility to mark an 

output/virtual as a state variable (along with their cardinality). 

 

2) Expansive Inputs 

The Expansive Input accepts multiple connections (from 

properties of the same type). It requires the definition of an 

expression composed by a condition, operator and wildcard 

(%X), e.g.: 

I1 ≥ 5 AND %X 
 

Assuming 3 hardware devices are connected to expansive input 

I1, this expression expands into the following after 

instantiation:  

I1 ≥ 5 AND I2 ≥ 5 AND I3 ≥ 5 
 

I1, I2 and I3 now correspond to each of the 3 introduced 

hardware devices. In case outputs (instead of hardware devices) 

connect to inputs, an expansion to virtual properties would 

appear instead of to new inputs, while the old outputs and the 

(generic) expansive input would be deleted. Normally, all the 3 

inputs would have to be processed individually and correlated 

manually. This would make the solution more complex and less 

general. Using this feature, one only specifies which properties 

connect to it and they will be processed automatically, making 

it easy to add or remove properties from an input. 

 

3) Finite State Machines 

To offer the required flexibility, a block can internally 

contain multiple deterministic finite automata. A state is 

defined by a subset of the block’s outputs and virtuals marked 

as state variables and has a unique ID. This means it is also 

possible for a block to have outputs (and virtuals) that are not 

state variables (i.e. are not part of any state machine). A state 

machine is defined by their own set of state variables and have 

only one active state at a time. A block without states 

corresponds to a functional block – with no state machines – 

that implements pure combinatorial logic, i.e. where outputs 

depend exclusively on the current values of the inputs. A block 

with a set of states that have transitions between them 

corresponds to a functional block that implements sequential 

logic, i.e. where the outputs may reflect past occurrences of 

input values. There can be a mix of both logics in a block. The 

internal structure of a block allows the implementation of state 

machines of type Mealy and Moore. 

 

Each block’s state may have multiple transitions to and from 

it. A transition corresponds to one DomoBus expression rule, 

which is an association of one logical expression – that tests the 

block’s (dev,prop) tuples – with multiple activation actions. An 

action can be one of the following types: assignment, modify 

rule, start timing sequence, cancel timing sequence, enable 

transition, disable transition, action reference. Actions will be 

sent as EXEC packets in the DomoBus system, except for 

“modify rule” actions which are sent as EXEC_V packets. The 

action binary part of the EXEC packet will differ depending on 

the type of action, e.g. “Assignment” actions are translated to 

SPV commands while “Enable/Disable Transition” actions are 

translated to EEX/DEX commands. All the (dev,prop) tuples 

used as inputs, outputs and virtuals inside a block can be tested 

directly by the expressions present in its transitions, while only 

outputs and virtuals can have values assigned by actions. Notice 

that, in a DAB, a transition may or may not cause a block’s state 

to change. It depends if the transition’s actions change the value 

of any outputs or virtuals marked as state variables. Those are 

state transitions, which are used only in the context of state 

machines. Combinatorial transitions, on the other hand, use any 

inputs and global scope items but can only reference/act upon 

any non-state variable outputs & virtual properties.  

 

Two very important aspects of state transitions on DABs are 

that, within a state machine, 1) only a subset of its transitions is 

able to fire depending on the current state and 2) no two 

transitions can fire at the same time. Regarding 1), at the 

generation of any basis DAB, there is an automatic step 

executed by the DHM which is the addition of dedicated 

“enable/disable transition” actions on all state transitions. A 

state transition X, of state machine M1, has a source state SS 

and target state TS. X will automatically receive one “Enable 

Transition Y” action for each transition Y whose source state is 

X’s target state TS, and one “Disable Transition Z” action for 

each transition Z whose source state is not X’s target state TS 

(i.e. all the other transitions of that state machine). Notice that 

if an action on a state variable is of type “Assignment”, then the 

automatic “enable/disable transition” feature is the same as 

mentioned above; if it is of type “start timing sequence” then 

when that transition fires it will execute all user defined actions 

but the actuation over the state variable is delayed by the timing 

sequence. Therefore, all M1 transitions must be disabled until 

the sequence delay expires and the sequence item actions are 

fired. When the sequence item actions fire, they re-enable the 

transitions whose source state is the next state. Regarding 2), a 

state machine will exist in a single supervisor process, and each 

supervisor will queue (dev, prop) tuple value changes. Per value 

change, a verification on all expressions that reference that 

tuple (on that supervisor only) will be triggered. For each one 
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of those expressions that evaluate to true, the supervisor will 

sequentially execute all associated actions before moving on to 

the next expression. When it finishes all of those expressions, it 

goes back to the queue to get the next (dev, prop) tuple whose 

value changed. This guarantees no interleaving issues (i.e. that 

no two transitions fire at the same time or out of order) since 

the order of (dev, prop) actuation is maintained and no two 

expressions are evaluated at the same time. When a value 

change would make expression E evaluate to true, but E is 

disabled (i.e. its transition is disabled), the verification of E is 

discarded and not put into any queue. 

 

4) Global Scope 

A block may have global scope expressions, actions and 

timing sequences declared. These are not associated to any 

transitions. Global scope expressions are referenced by other 

global scope expressions or by transitions’ expressions and 

cannot reference state variables. Global scope actions are 

referenced by other global scope actions or by transitions’ 

actions and cannot change state variables’ values. Timing 

sequences are always declared as global scope and then 

referenced within global scope actions or state/combinatorial 

transitions’ actions. Notice that only transitions are translated 

to the Supervision Library commands that constitute an 

Expression Rule. Notice that, in the DomoBus assembly file, a 

global scope expression will originate a new (dev,prop) tuple to 

represent it. Then an activation action will be added to that 

global scope expression in order to SPV the previous tuple to 

value “1” and an inactivation action will also be added in order 

to SPV that tuple to“0”. Finally, the previous tuple will be 

added in an expression condition, related by an AND operand, 

to the transition’s referencing expression. Global scope actions 

will be ultimately expanded into transition’s actions when 

referenced in them. If they are not referenced, in the Assembly 

they are not translated to anything. 

 

5) Basis DAB 

There are multiple types of DABs, namely basis, aggregated, 

and final. A basis DAB is, as the name suggests, used as the 

basis for more complex behaviors which can be achieved 

through aggregation of multiple basis DABs. This type of block 

usually contains a solution for a specific problem, such as logic 

for stairs light control or logic for motion sensor activated doors 

with timers, for example. The reference architecture for a basis 

DAB includes a set of good practices that a developer should 

aim for, when using the DHM, to create a standardized block 

for efficient posterior aggregation, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

6) Aggregated DAB 

An aggregated DAB is the result of two mechanisms applied 

to multiple basis or aggregated DABs placed on the aggregation 

canvas of the DHM. The mechanism that is first applied is 

fusion of inputs & outputs, followed by union of all DAB 

elements. Note that two separate DABs may have elements with 

equal IDs, since each had their own scope at 

creation/aggregation time. The purpose of aggregating blocks 

is to obtain complex behavior, which will ultimately culminate 

in multiple related and unrelated state machines and 

combinatorial logic, for usage in a specific room. 

 
Fig. 1.  Reference architecture of the basis DAB 

 

7) Final DAB 

A final DAB is the result of an instantiation process which 

depends on the loaded DomoBus System Specification XML 

file, the connections between room DAB done in the 

Connections tab and the association of (dev,prop) tuple ids of 

hardware devices to inputs and outputs of room DABs. In 

addition to the inherited XML elements, the final DAB 

introduces two new elements, the “hardwareconnection” and 

“roombehavior”. The first one makes the association of a 

hardware device name to an input ID, while the second one 

makes the association of a room name to a DAB hash. This is 

used to set the DHM status when loading the final behavior. 

When the “Generate House Behavior” button on the top navbar 

is pressed, an aggregation is executed between all rooms’ DABs 

and all properties receive ids so they can be instantiated. 

Currently, this originates two files associated with each other: a 

DAB of type final and its corresponding DomoBus assembly 

file. These two files are used when the “Load House Behavior” 

button is pressed. The Assembly file is pushed to the supervisor 

and the final DAB is loaded into the DHM, putting the DHM 

with the status it had when the final DAB was generated. 

 

B. Protected Outputs and Critical Services 

The purpose of inputs and outputs is to connect DABs 

together and, ultimately, to connect hardware devices to them 

in the final DAB. It is easy to conceive a situation where, for 

example, an output actuated by a state machine is supposed to 

be connected to an LED for well-defined lighting scenarios. 

Nevertheless, while modifying the DAB that contains that state 

machine, a few combinatorial transitions were set to also 

actuate on that output, potentially disrupting the unambiguous 

and well-marked values for that output, that should be uniquely 

managed by the state machine. Notice that, since inputs can 

never be actionable by transitions’ actions – can only be used 

in expressions or as the right-side operand of assignments – 

they are always protected from unpredictable actuations. Also, 

outputs that are state variables are always protected due to state 

variables being fully managed by the DHM, i.e. they are only 

actuated by actions automatically inserted in state transitions of 

that state machine.  

 

A protected output is a property uniquely related with one 

state machine. In other words, in order to be classified as a 

protected output, it must only be actuated by state transitions of 
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a single state machine.  By setting the “Protection” attribute 

with the value "critical" on a “Service” element of the system 

specification XML, the user is declaring a DomoBus Service 

that, when associated to a Device also in that XML, tags that 

device as protected, showing up on the Device tab of the DHM 

as protected as well. This classification of an output as protected 

will allow hardware devices, to require being connected to 

predictable and controlled protected outputs. For instance, users 

may want to reduce risks with security related devices such as 

alarms and door locks or important actuators such as gas valves 

and water supply valves; or they may simply want to make sure 

high power consumption appliances such as refrigerators and 

air conditioners follow well defined states for guaranteed power 

savings. This verification is done in the Devices tab while 

associating devices to outputs. If a hardware device is tagged as 

critical and is connected to an unprotected output, a popup with 

will be shown to decline that association. 

 

C. Messages to External Applications 

In the future, DomoBus may introduce other applications 

other than e.g. supervisor and control network gateway 

processes. In order to have a way to interact with them, the 

concept of Messages was introduced. Typically, these external 

applications are DomoBus Gateway-like processes running on 

an SM, that handle the DomoBus Supervision Level protocol 

and also all the communication with the external entity. The 

approached use case for messaging with external applications 

was user notification, e.g. the user receives a notification by 

SMS on its mobile phone, by email or by any other common 

channel. We associate the Supervision Level process ID of the 

external application – which has an associated IP address, made 

available to the DCOMM thread – to a channel name. Each 

message is associated with a transition (tagged as available for 

notifications) and a channel (i.e. the external application). 

When the transition is triggered, the message is sent to the 

respective channel. A message is saved, as written by the user 

in the Messages tab, in a (dev, prop) tuple of type DomoBus 

array and is identified as a virtual property in the final DAB. A 

channel is also represented by a (dev, prop) tuple, uses the 

reserved device numbers 32765 and 32766, is also identified as 

a virtual property in the final DAB but it is a command.  

 

Assuming a message property ID “sys_msg_1” and a channel 

property ID “sys_channel_1”, the transition associated with the 

message automatically receives the assignment action 

“sys_channel_1=sys_msg_1” which is a form of value passing 

from one (dev, prop) to the other. An assignment action with 

value passing is achieved using an EXEC_V on the AAE 

command. Notice that sys_channel_1 is a command, therefore 

its value returns to 0 after it is delivered to the external 

application. The message is sent to the external application 

using the DCOMM thread (which knows the external 

application IP address). Messages can only be defined when 

creating the final DAB on the DHM Messages tab, because 

information about the existing channels is bound to the 

DomoBus System Specification XML file, since its dependent 

with the number of integrations the system has. 

D. Behavior Parameterization 

Parameterization in the DHM context is the act of modifying 

a rule with a (dev, prop) tuple’s value, in real time, by the user. 

We refer to that (dev, prop) tuple as the Parameter and to the 

modifiable objects in the rule as Parameterizable Elements. 

Currently, the parameterizable elements are 1) the test value of 

an expression condition and 2) the delay value of a timing 

sequence. The parameter tuple can be any existent DAB input, 

output or virtual property, and it is chosen on the Parameters tab 

when editing the final DAB or on the Behavior Builder tab → 

Parameters sub-tab when editing a basis DAB. 

 

Each parameterization entry originates a combinatorial 

transition whose expression is a single DO condition, “do:P1”, 

where P1 is the alphanumeric ID of the property, and a “Modify 

Rule” action that uses P1’s value to change that rule. Therefore, 

when the property classified as parameter P1 changes value, the 

action will modify a certain expression condition or sequence 

item delay using P1’s value. The “Modify Rule” action is an 

EXEC_V packet whose action binary is an MC or MSI 

command that targets an expression condition or sequence item 

delay, respectively, and where P1’s value is passed as the new 

value of that modification. This allows for real time 

modification of the committed house behavior. 

 

E. Behavior Distribution 

A DomoBus distributed system is composed by multiple 

SMs, and therefore, by multiple Supervisor processes, which 

own certain (dev,prop) tuples, expressions, actions, sequences 

and others (e.g. sequence items, simple conditions, operators) 

in local memory. The IDs of all these objects are global and 

unique in a DomoBus distributed system. The final house 

behavior to be committed to a DomoBus system with a single 

Supervisor process takes the form of a single Assembly file 

with Supervision Library commands. In case of a distributed 

DomoBus system with N supervisor processes, that single 

Assembly file must be divided into N Assembly files with 

specific programming for each supervisor process. 

 

The problem that arises for this distributed system is finding 

the best placement algorithm for all of these objects, given that 

(dev,prop) tuples should not be copied between supervisor 

processes due to their unique representation of hardware device 

capabilities or unique virtual properties. Still, in practice, all 

other objects may be copied between Assembly files and still 

be assigned unique, global IDs. 

 

It is important to understand some current restrictions, related 

with the supervisor implementation, that influence the 

distribution strategy. Firstly, a supervisor process A can 

reference all objects in its memory space but can only reference 

(dev, prop) tuples in other supervisors. It cannot reference, e.g. 

expressions or actions that are not owned by it. An “EEX 5” 

command executed by supervisor process A would throw an 

error if the expression with ID “5” was on another supervisor 

process. Secondly, a publish-subscribe mechanism is still being 

implemented in order for supervisor B to be alerted that some 

(dev, prop) tuple’s value on supervisor A changed. With this 

mechanism, a GET packet would be sent from B to A in order 
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for A to verify if any of its expressions evaluate to true with the 

new value. Notice there was no functional DCOMM library at 

the time of this writing, so it was not possible to test the 

interaction between supervisor processes, especially due to the 

publish-subscribe mechanism not being implemented. 

Therefore, this section presents a first theoretical approach to 

the algorithm for object placement in supervisor processes. 

 

We start by identifying dependencies between objects, which 

aids in maintaining a good degree of spatial locality as well: 

 

• all objects that compose a transition must be placed in the 

same supervisor process; 

• a state machine must be entirely placed in the same 

supervisor process; 

• a global scope expression and its related (dev, prop) will 

need to be placed together in the same supervisor process. 

 

Therefore, the following item placement needs to be decided:  

 

• State machines (i.e. groups of state transitions); 

• (Individual) combinatorial transitions; 

• (dev, prop) tuples related with inputs/outputs/virtuals; 

• Global Scope Expressions and their related (dev, prop). 

 

The base communication cost between a state transition, a 

combinatorial transition and a (dev, prop) tuple is the same. If 

we classify a state machine, a combinatorial transition and a 

(dev,prop) tuple as nodes of an undirected weighted graph, then 

each edge of the graph represents the number of connections a 

node establishes with another node. Note the example shown in 

Figure 2, given the following graph connections: 

 

• (dev, prop) tuple P1 is referenced in X different state 

transitions of the same state machine M1 and is referenced 

by combinatorial transition C1; 

• (dev, prop) tuple P2 is referenced in combinatorial 

transition C2; 

• Combinatorial transition C1 triggers W different state 

transitions of the same state machine M2 and triggers 1 

state transition of the same state machine M1; 

• Combinatorial transition C2 triggers combinatorial 

transitions C1 and C3 and triggers K different state 

transitions of the same state machine M2; 

• There are Y triggering state transitions in M1 that trigger 

Y state transitions in M2; 

 

Fig. 2.  Resulting graph and maximum spanning tree edges in bold 

 

The maximum spanning tree of the graph is obtained. With 

this tree we are then able to apply single link hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering to obtain multiple levels of cluster 

organizations. Iterating through the various levels of the 

resulting dendrogram, once we find a number of clusters equal 

to the number of SMs, N, we attribute each cluster to an SM. 

Then, per cluster, we can drill down into each one of the objects 

that make up each node (e.g. node is a state machine → 8 state 

transitions → 8 expressions and 20 actions → 8 AEX 

commands, …) and produce a specific Assembly file for that 

SM, resulting in N different Assembly files. In this example, 

assuming we had 3 SMs, level 3 of the dendrogram presents 3 

clusters where each can be mapped to a different SM, e.g. 

{M1,P1} to SM1,  {M2,C1} to SM2 and {P2,C2,C3} to SM3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Adjacency matrix of the graph shown in figure 2 
 

1
{M1}

2
{P1}

3
{M2}

4
{C1}

5
{P2}

6
{C2}

7
{C3}

8  {P2, C2, C3}

9  {M1, P1} 10  {M2, C1}

11  {M1, P1, M2, C1, P2, C2, C3}

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 1

 
Fig. 4. Dendrogram output of the single link hierarchical agglomerative 
clustering algorithm applied to the maximum spanning tree of figure 2 
 

Each cluster is a guarantee that all involved nodes have the 

maximum possible number of communications. Then, we are 

sure that the maximum possible number of nodes were fitted 

inside each cluster because we chose the level of the 

dendrogram that had the same number of clusters as the number 

of SMs. With this solution we maximally benefit from spatial 

locality within each cluster, minimize the number of 

connections between SMs and also address the problem of 

hardware device placement. Since now the (dev, prop) tuples of 

the instanced hardware devices have an SM assigned, at the 

generation of the (final) house behavior, a popup appears with 

the associations of hardware devices to the Supervision 

Modules, so the user can proceed with the physical connections. 

In case the user requires that a certain hardware device is 

connected to a specific SM, he can enforce it by placing a 

“supervisor” attribute with the supervisor ID in the device 

element on the DomoBus System Specification XML. The 

naïve approach would be to remove the device’s (dev, prop) 

tuple node off the graph and simply place that tuple in the 

appropriate SM assembly file, therefore future work has room 

for optimization of this approach. 

 

F. DHM Composition 

The DHM is a Java application tailored for conception of 

complex automation and operationalization of a DomoBus 

system. The application loads a DAB database (which currently 

is a folder in the OS filesystem that has the DAB XML files), 

an XML file with the DomoBus System Specification and in the 

end generates the commands to be executed by a DomoBus 

Supervisor process, which will run, in an actual system, the 
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logic associated with the set of selected DABs that constitute 

the final house behavior. 

 

The DHM is composed by 7 tabs and a top navigation bar 

(File, System). The first group of tabs (called the “House” 

group) is the management part of the DHM application aimed 

for the non-technical end user. Management tabs have the intent 

of progressively reaching a final house behavior, for the loaded 

system specification, by simply grabbing already constructed 

DABs from the database, associate them to rooms, instantiate 

hardware devices on them and (for intermediate users) add 

messages and parameters to it as well in this final phase. The 

second group of tabs (called the “Tools” group) is the tools part 

of the DHM application for advanced users (i.e. developers). 

These are used to create basis and aggregated DABs that can 

later be used on the management tabs. 

 

1) Top Navbar 

The top navbar is composed by two static items, namely File 

and System, and one dynamic item named Tab that only appears 

when the Behavior Builder Tab is selected (shown in section 

4.2.8). The File item has a subitems named “Open Behaviors 

Folder” which opens the configured behaviors folder on the 

host operating system’s file explorer. The System item has three 

subitems 

 

2) House Management Tabs 

The Overview tab shows a summarized description of the 

house (i.e. system specification) and of the active final behavior 

on the DomoBus system. The top section of the tab has 

information of the active system specification, such as home 

address, nº of divisions, nº of devices, nº of supervisors. The 

bottom section has information of the active final DHM 

behavior committed to the system – which is assumed to be the 

generated DAB by pressing “Generate House Behavior”. 

 

The Rooms tab allows to set up interconnections between 

rooms’ behaviors and it is composed by N sub tabs, where N is 

the number of rooms declared on the loaded DomoBus system 

specification. When all rooms have a DHM behavior set up, one 

can start connecting outputs from the list of outputs of the 

current room to inputs on the list of inputs of room R. 

Equivalently, one can start connecting outputs from the list of 

outputs of room R to inputs on the list of inputs of the current 

room. When making connections, the DHM checks if a 

connection already exists and only allows one connection to 

input properties that are not expandable. 

 

The Devices tab allows the association of available hardware 

(i.e. sensor and actuator devices declared on the loaded 

DomoBus system specification) with available inputs and 

outputs of the rooms’ behaviors. Each hardware device can be 

associated only once to a specific input or output by first 

selecting the room of interest, then selecting an input or output 

from one of the lists and then pressing “Associate”. Constant 

values can also be associated to inputs by using the Assign 

button and the textbox next to it instead of associating a 

hardware device. When making associations, the DHM checks 

if an association already exists and also guarantees that if the 

hardware device is flagged for critical protection it will only 

associate to protected outputs 

 

The Messages tab allows to construct messages that are sent 

to any custom application – which are typically DomoBus 

Gateway processes running on an SM that handle the DomoBus 

Supervision Level protocol – whenever its associated transition 

is triggered. Currently, only static messages are supported (i.e. 

without addition of (dev,prop) tuple values to the message 

body). Each message is associated with a transition (tagged as 

available for notifications) and a channel (i.e. the external 

application). When the transition is triggered, the message is 

sent to the respective channel. 

 

The Parameters tab allows the parameterization of certain 

rules’ elements from all the room’s DHM behaviors. Each 

parameterized element has either an expression or timing 

sequence associated with it and also the (dev,prop) tuple whose 

value is copied to the parameterized element, whenever it 

changes value. 

 

3) Tools Tabs 

The Behavior Builder tab allows the creation of basis DABs, 

which is the first development phase of a DomoBus house 

behavior. It has one of the most important set of features of the 

DHM. It is responsible for verifying all user actions when 

creating a basis DAB and guaranteeing that a basis DAB XML 

file is correctly and efficiently constructed according to DAB 

XML parsing requirements and format. It can also load an 

aggregated DAB, but the generated (modified) block will be of 

type basis. The tab is composed of 4 sub-tabs and a fixed canvas 

that showcases states and transitions graphically. 

 

The Aggregator tab allows the creation of relations between 

DABs, which is the second development phase of the DomoBus 

house behavior. It has an important set of block aggregation 

features of the DHM. It is responsible for verifying all user 

actions when aggregating basis and other aggregated DABs and 

guaranteeing that an aggregated DAB XML file is correctly and 

efficiently constructed according to DAB XML parsing 

requirements and format. Notice that “behavior” and “DAB” 

are used interchangeably. 

V. DHM IMPLEMENTATION 

The DHM was developed using Java and uses the Swing 

library for GUI programming. A code separation technique was 

employed to create clear interfaces between front-end and back-

end logic even though it followed no specific known coding 

pattern or framework. Three Java packages were created for 

separation of concerns in DHM development which allowed to 

encapsulate data, provide access control and prevent naming 

conflicts. The objective was to create an extendable and 

reproducible way for back-end objects (e.g. DABs), to be 

represented graphically using front-end objects (e.g. JFrames). 

The first package is called hbGUI and is used to define the 

front-end classes and interfaces of the application. The second 

one is called hbGen and is used to define back-end classes that 

implement logic related with DHM usage, DAB generation and 

aggregation, DAB parsing, assembly file generation, DomoBus 
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System Specification parsing and its relationship with DHM 

House tabs. The third one is called hbPrimitives and is used to 

define all classes that constitute a DAB and a House. 

 

Interaction with the GUI is detected as a java.awt.event. 

Every Swing item, depending on its class, can have certain 

types of event classes related with it. For example, a 

java.swing.JButton has a java.awt.event.MouseEvent object 

associated to a Mouse Click or Mouse Hover event. The 

different types of events are handled by callback functions 

(event handlers) whose function name follows the following 

pattern: <name-of-object-related-to-event><name-of-event>. 

These functions are placed in the class where the object it 

handles is declared. In order for an event in the active JFrame 

to have an effect in another JFrame, the previously mentioned 

classes must implement the hbGen.IUpdater interface. This 

interface is composed by two functions: 

 

• public void update(int updateMeaning, Object[] 

workingObject); 

• public void callUpdate(int updateMeaning, Object[] 

workingObject); 

 

Each class has a reference to the array of objects whose class 

implements hbGen.IUpdater (which are the tabs objects), added 

at startup. Therefore, each one of these JFrame can call an 

update to all objects of that array (i.e. registered tabs), sending 

an integer to identify the update meaning and any array of 

objects with the updated data. Then, each one of these classes 

implements the handling of specific updateMeaning integers 

related to them and uses the workingObject appropriately. This 

generic approach allows for extensibility in tab relations. 

 

The hbGen.Generator class is instanced three times since 

there are three separate contexts in the DHM: one for the 

Rooms/Instantiator/Overview/Messaging/Parameters tabs, 

another for the BehaviorBuilder tab and, finally, one for the 

Aggregator tab. This class implements all the logic of DAB 

creation and aggregation (used in distinct tab contexts), 

guaranteeing uniqueness of DAB elements, making hardware 

connections to final DABs, among other important logic. The 

first time a DAB is parsed into the DHM or is created via 

Behavior Builder or Aggregator, it creates a 

hbPrimitives.Behavior object which receives a unique generic 

ID. That Behavior object is added to a list of behavior types, i.e. 

non-instantiated behaviors but available to be instantiated on 

DHM tabs. There are three different contexts to instantiate these 

behaviors from the previously mentioned list of objects: Rooms 

tab (and remaining House related tabs), Behavior Builder tab 

and Aggregator tab, each with a different list of instantiated 

behaviors. If one of these Behavior objects is associated to a 

Room in the Rooms tab or placed in the Aggregator tab canvas, 

a copy of the correspondent object is created and added to the 

list of instantiated behaviors of the respective context. Then, 

after connections are done between rooms, or between DABs in 

the aggregator canvas, when the originating DAB is created 

(either a final DAB or aggregated DAB, respectively), a new 

instance is added to the list of non-instantiated behaviors with a 

unique generic ID (and its XML file is generated). In the 

Behavior Builder tab only one Behavior can be instantiated at 

any time, either after being loaded or while being created from 

scratch. 

 

The assemble function of the hbGen.Assembler class is its 

most important function, which receives a final 

hbPrimitives.Behavior object and the directory of DABs. That 

function writes the final DAB Assembly file composed of 

Supervision Library commands that program that DAB in a 

single supervisor process (assembly file division for multiple 

supervisor issuing was not implemented due to the DCOMM 

library for Supervision Level intercommunication not being 

available). The behavior directory can be changed, along with 

other configurations such as reserved range of the device 

number for hardware devices, in a configuration file loaded at 

startup. Due to the amount of logic/operations the assembly 

process has, a hbGen.AssemblerHelper class was created to 

organize functions used by the hbGen.Assembler class. 

 

There are two types of file parsing. DomoBus System 

Specification XML parsing and DAB XML parsing. This is 

done using a javax.xml.parsers.SAXParser object. The 

SAXParser is an attribute of the hbGen.SystemParser and 

hbGen.BehaviorParser classes. DomoBus system specification 

parsing is done using hbGen.SystemParser, whose parse 

function returns an hbPrimitives.System object. DAB parsing is 

done using hbGen.BehaviorParser, whose parse function 

returns an hbPrimitives.Behavior object. Additionally, the 

hbGen.BehaviorParser class also implements a toXML 

function which writes an existing hbPrimitives.Behavior object 

to XML in DAB format. 

VI. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

A. Use Case 

A real life use case is presented in order to test and showcase 

the DHM program and its workflow. The test comprises all 

steps for the creation of a complete family house automation, 

with a medium-sized set of hardware devices. Regarding the 

development phase, the first step is to conceive potentially 

reusable scenarios, followed by the formulation of room 

scenarios. The living room was chosen for demonstration a 

basis DAB of one of its scenarios and also of its aggregated 

(room) DAB. 

Fig. 5. Family house use case – Living Room 
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Living Room Scenario 1 – Arriving Home 

If no presence was detected in any room of the house for X 

seconds and the front door unlocked, then: 

• Activate all air conditioners of the house to Y ºC; 

• Set living room light mode to “watching tv”; 

• Turn on living room TV in channel W; 

• Open all windows blinds of the house; 

• Request Amazon Alexa to speak the remaining daily 

To Do list tasks. 

 

Living Room Scenario 2 – Leaving Home 

When the front door gets locked, if after X seconds no  

presence was detected, then: 

• Deactivate all air conditioners of the house; 

• Turn off all interior lights of the house; 

• Turn off living room TV; 

• Close all windows blinds of the house. 

 

Living Room Scenario 3 – Set Living Room Light Mode 

• If a light switch is toggled to position 1 (dinning light 

mode), then the tv ceiling light is set to X% intensity 

and the dinning ceiling light is set to Y% intensity; 

• If a light switch is toggled to position 2 (tv light 

mode), then the tv ceiling light is set to W% intensity 

and the dinning ceiling light is set to K% intensity; 

• If a light switch is toggled to position 0 (lights off), 

then all lights are set to 0% intensity. 

 

Living Room Scenario 4 – Open/Close Living Room Window 

If the living room windows’ blinds are closed, open them 

until their sensor reads 100% opened. If they are opened, close 

them until their sensor reads 0% opened. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Living room scenario 4 built on DHM behavior builder tab 
 

 

Living Room Scenario 5 – Periodic Central Vacuum Cleaning 

Activation 

Every X mins activate central vacuum cleaning for Y mins. 

 

Living Room Scenario 6 – Emergency Shutoff 

If any associated button is pressed or fire is detected, shutoff 

electricity, water and gas. 

 

 

 

 

 

Room Scenario – Living Room 

Scenarios 1 and 2 were merged in the same basis DAB. 

Besides parallel inclusion of all basis DABs, the aggregated 

room DAB includes interaction of scenario 1 & 2 DAB with 

scenario 3 and 4 DABs. WindowBlindsState output will connect 

to WindowBlindsOpenClose input and LightMode output will 

connect to 3WayToggleSwitch input. 

Fig. 7. Living room scenario built on the aggregator tab of the DHM 
 

Regarding the operationalization of the previously built 

DABs, the DomoBus System Specification XML was created 

and loaded into the DHM. Then, using the DHM’s House tabs, 

each room had its respective DAB associated to it and 

interconnection of room DABs was performed.  

Fig. 8. Living room and Kitchen interconnections 

 

It was then followed by instantiation of hardware devices, 

associating them to inputs/outputs of room DABs. 

Fig. 9. Instantiation of hardware devices on all rooms’ inputs & outputs 

 

After this, it was possible to generate the final DAB XML 

file and its corresponding Assembly file. 
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B. Qualitative Evaluation 

As an end user, it was seamless to deploy complex 

automations while being abstracted of the underlying behavior. 

The manual workflow on the DHM for the end user only 

required 5 decision stages: 1) loading the correct DomoBus 

system specification, 2) loading each of the room behaviors into 

each appropriate room, 3) interconnecting outputs to inputs 

between rooms, 4) creating messages and 5) associating 

hardware devices to inputs and outputs of rooms. The workflow 

took about 7 minutes to be completed and minimized the 

number of user interactions with behaviors by keeping 

interaction at the inputs/outputs level and room behavior 

description only. Stage 2 offered an off-the-shelf experience by 

allowing to choose room behaviors from a DAB database, 

based on their scenario descriptions. Stage 3 was particularly 

flexible, enabling interconnection of behaviors between the 

living room and kitchen, with potential to create many more 

connections with other devices, fulfilling the objective of 

complex scenarios for super-automated homes. It was also 

seamless to connect any device to the same automations while 

being abstracted of heterogeneous control network 

architectures and protocols. Stages 1 and 5 offered these 

abstractions, leveraging on the DomoBus gateway processes on 

the SM and (dev, prop) tuples that identify each hardware 

device. Stage 5 was particularly feature rich, allowing to 

attribute constant values to inputs, providing granular 

information on each hardware device, associations and 

available inputs & outputs, and also guaranteeing property type 

and protection consistency. 

 

As a technical user, it was easy to create automations from 

scratch using the behavior builder and aggregator tools. The 

behavior builder tool allowed breakdown of envisioned 

scenarios into combinatorial logic and/or state machines. Its 

canvas constantly showed the updated status of all existing state 

machines in the DAB and the drag and drop feature accelerated 

its development. The identification of state transition triggers 

was crucial to manage hard to track interactions between state 

machines and combinatorial logic. On the other hand, following 

the basis DAB reference architecture also helped make all 

produced DABs connection-ready. The DAB definition and its 

fusion & union properties made sure all deterministic finite 

automata interactions within an aggregated DAB were self-

contained and that connections made in the aggregator tab 

between DABs were predictable and didn’t disrupt any of the 

independently functioning state machines. Usage of the 

aggregator tab was fast and seamless, taking less than a minute 

to manually obtain a more complex and working aggregated 

DAB, either for room usage or for further aggregation. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, software for the creation of behaviors for super 

automated homes is still limited in the sense that they are not 

conceived to automate potentially hundreds of devices with 

better intelligence than simple cause and effect. Due to this 

problem, the DomoBus system and its device and supervision 

models were used as flexible and generic resources to conceive 

the DomoBus Automation Block (DAB) and build the 

DomoBus House Manager (DHM) program. The DAB 

definition makes house behaviors self-contained and 

connectable. The DHM program includes behavior builder 

tools that ease the construction of complex aggregated logic, 

generating reusable logic in the form of a DAB. It also provides 

management tabs for interconnecting room behaviors. 

Moreover, it abstracts users from the integration details of 

different device manufacturers with hardware instantiation 

management. At the same time, it facilitates the continuous 

creation and management of rules with final DAB loading. 

Finally, the DHM produces a single assembly file for SM 

programming but can be extended in the future with the 

behavior distribution algorithm presented in this work. The 

DHM becomes a mandatory piece of the DomoBus project for 

testing real life scenarios in future implementations of a 

distributed DomoBus system. These are the immediate topics 

for future work: 

• A strategy for deploying assembly files in a distributed 

DomoBus supervision level was successfully conceived 

but since no DCOMM library was available at this work’s 

execution time it was not evaluated. It should be 

implemented and tested in future releases of the DHM. 

• From the DHM perspective, the DomoBus supervisor 

process has some important limitations that limited the 

amount of DHM features, such as implementing basic 

arithmetic operations (+, -, x, ÷) and implementing the 

possibility to do a V1<I1 (i.e. test between two variables) 

using the supervision library. These should be addressed in 

future releases of the supervisor process. 
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